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Algorithmic Number Theory, Vol. 1: Efficient Algorithms (Foundations of Computing)MIT Press, 1996

	
		Algorithmic Number Theory provides a thorough introduction to the design and analysis of algorithms for problems from the theory of numbers. Although not an elementary textbook, it includes over 300 exercises with suggested solutions. Every theorem not proved in the text or left as an exercise has a reference in the notes section...
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Circuit Analysis DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Here's the sure cure for CIRCUIT PARALYSIS!
Need to learn circuit analysis but experiencing some resistance in your brain waves?  No stress! Circuit Analysis Demystified will give you the jolt you need to understand this complex subject--without getting your circuits crossed. 

In the first part of the...
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A Short Introduction to Intuitionistic Logic (University Series in Mathematics)Springer, 2000
`This is the most welcome addition to the literature on  intuitionistic logic, providing a substantial reference of value  comparable to that of better established references for classical  mathematical logic. The development of Mints' book is natural, elegant  and accessible, with a minimum of fuss but no lack of attention to...
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Logic-Based Artificial IntelligenceSpringer, 2000

	This landmark volume represents the culmination of over 40 years of research in the use of logic as a basis for representing and manipulating problems in the field of artificial intelligence. The use of logic as a basis for commonsense reasoning was started by John McCarthy in 1959. The collection consists of both original research and...
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The Calculus Gallery: Masterpieces from Newton to LebesguePrinceton Press, 2004
More than three centuries after its creation, calculus remains a dazzling intellectual achievement and the gateway into higher mathematics. This book charts its growth and development by sampling from the work of some of its foremost practitioners, beginning with Isaac Newton and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz in the late seventeenth century and...
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Advanced Calculus: A Differential Forms Approach (Modern Birkhäuser Classics)Birkhauser, 2013

	In a book written for mathematicians, teachers of mathematics, and highly motivated students, Harold Edwards has taken a bold and unusual approach to the presentation of advanced calculus. He begins with a lucid discussion of differential forms and quickly moves to the fundamental theorems of calculus and Stokes’ theorem. The result is...
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Schaum's Outline Series Theory and Problems of Projective GeometryMcGraw-Hill, 1967

	The purpose of this book is to provide a first course in Projective Geometry for

	undergraduate majors in mathematics and for prospective teachers of high school

	geometry. For the former it will furnish an introduction to the important concept of

	projective spaces; for the latter it will introduce a more general geometry from which,...
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From Calculus to AnalysisSpringer, 2015

	This textbook features applications including a proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, space filling curves, and the theory of irrational numbers. In addition to the standard results of advanced calculus, the book contains several interesting applications of these results. The text is intended to form a bridge between calculus and...
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Visual and Spatial Analysis: Advances in Data Mining, Reasoning, and Problem SolvingSpringer, 2005

	Advanced visual analysis and problem solving has been conducted successfully for millennia. The Pythagorean Theorem was proven using visual means more than 2000 years ago. In the 19th century, John Snow stopped a cholera epidemic in London by proposing that a specific water pump be shut down. He discovered that pump by visually correlating...
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The Facts on File Algebra Handbook (Science Handbook)Facts on File, 2003
The mathematics that we teach and learn today includes concepts and ideas that once were pondered only by the most brilliant men and women of ancient, and not so ancient, times. Numbers such as 1,000, for example, or two, or zero, were at one time considered very abstract ideas. There was a time when a quantity more than two or three was simply...
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Finite Ordered Sets: Concepts, Results and Uses (Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	Ordered sets are ubiquitous in mathematics and have significant applications in computer science, statistics, biology and the social sciences. As the first book to deal exclusively with finite ordered sets, this book will be welcomed by graduate students and researchers in all of these areas. Beginning with definitions of key concepts and...
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You Are a Mathematician: A Wise and Witty Introduction to the Joy of NumbersJohn Wiley & Sons, 1997
What is the largest number less than 1?

If x and y are any of two different positive numbers, which is larger, x2 + y2 or 2xy?

What do you get if you cross a cube and an octahedron?

Discover the surprising answers as David Wells conclusively proves that: you Are a mathematician

Praise for David Wells's

The...
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